Abstract. Path 
Introduction
Path problems in a broad sense can be seen as a general name for various kinds of problems originating from different fields. They are usually connected to areas of operational research and computer science where determination and evaluation of paths in directed graphs is commonly encountered problem.
Probably the best known example is the shortest path problem where in a directed graph with assigned lengths of arcs the task is to determine the shortest path between two given nodes. A similar kind of problem is to find the longest path, the most reliable path or alternatively a path with maximum capacity. There are also examples of enumeration problems such as checking the existence of a path between two given nodes or listing all possible paths. Problems from other areas such as determination of language accepted by a finite automaton, flow analysis of computer programs or some graph-theoretic problems can also be treated as instances of path problems.
Single instance of a path problem can be solved by dedicated algorithms but in a such way treated separately from other path problems. Our aim is to present a general framework for dealing with all path problems simultaneously, enabling in that way application of general algorithms. As it will be shown in the next section, with use of algebraic approach t o path problems we shall accomplish specified goals.
Algebraic approach can be seen very attractive from the theoretical point of view as it enables abstraction of problem specific details and treats the core of the path problems in unifying way. Although there are many interesting theoretical issues concerning algebraic approach, in this paper we shall point out usefulness of practical application of such method.
Algebraic approach will be used as a basis for design and implementation of a small but very flexible and applicable generic C++ library of classes and functions for dealing with path problems. Use of such library will provide programming environment for elegant treatment of path problems and solving them in a general way.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the theory from [l] and [4] and gives a quick overview of the algebraic approach t o path problems. At the end of the section some examples will also be shown. Section 3 describes design and implementation of C++ classes and functions needed for realization of underlying algebraic structures. Section 4 presents implementation of basic iterative algorithms for solving path problems that are designed to work with implemented algebraic framework. In the final Section 5 concluding remarks will be given.
z E S such that, 3: 8 z = y.
It is often the case t.hat semiring being observed is idempotent, i.e. idempoknt law holds for $: z$z = z. For this class of semirings operatiou @ geiierates part,ial order on S by relation: z 5 y if and only if z C3 y = y.
Let M,,(S) denote the set of all n x n matrices over semiring (S,@, @). M,(S) forms another semiring if matrix addition and nmltiplication are defined just as usual in linear algebra in terms of "scalar" operations @ and @. Zero element is the zero matrix whose all entries are equal to 0, and the unity element is unit matrix (denoted by I ) having 1's on the main diagonal and 0 ' s elsewhere. Powers of the matrix are defined analogously as in the "scalar" case.
It can been be shown (141) that one natural way to define path problem in the semiring algebraic structure is by a syst'em of equations being written in a matrix form as: (1) with A*.
To illustrate mentioned i d e a , let us consider an example of a path problem for the directed graph shown in Figure 1 . The task is to solve shortest distance problem for the
Algebraic approach
Several approaches for solving general pat,h problems can be found in 1it.erature.
we w e algebraic approach developed in [4], which t,reats given path prcibloin as a system of equations defined in a suitable chosen algebraic structure. In that sense finding a solution of a path problem will actually mean finding a solution of a system of equations.
The algebraic structure which has been recognized as fundamental in path problems 
Implementation of algebraic structures
The main purpose of the C++ library that is to be described is to provide a generic programming framework for solving path problems in general way. Ideas of algebraic approach presented in previous section will be used as a guide for design and implementation of the library. Algebraic approach consists of t,wo basic steps -interpretation of a given path prohlem wit,h a suitably chosen algebraic structure and solving obtained system of equat,ions by a generally applicable algorithm. In this section our goal is to show how t,o effectively and elegantly represent these underlying algebraic structures by using some of syntactic advantages of thc C++ programming IanFollowing the results from the preceding section, algebraic structure that is found to be fiindarnental for solving pat,h problems is scmiring. From t,he programmer's point. of view it is a type for which binary operations of addition a,nd niultiplication with adequate properties have to be defined. In that nianner, we shall start description of our C++ library with classes which represent respective binary operations.
Due to reasons that will become apparent later, our choice for representation of binary operat.ions is to use classes that iniplement static function (apply()) for applying binary operation on elements of a given set and have static member variable (neutral) that provides neutral element for implemented binary operation. In our library we provide several generic classes which implement commonly used hinary operat,ions. For example, a class that represenk a binary operation of using plus operator on elements of some type looks as following: g11;tgc ([SI). Note that, as PlusOp<T>::neutral is a static member of class PlusOp, we must, define it soiiielvlicrc ont,side tlic Ass. As the most, coninion neutral element for tlie plus operator is zero, a generic definition can he provided:
t e m p l a t e < c l a s s T> T P l u s O p < T > : : n e u t r a l = 0 ;
Not,e that in t,his case we now have to specialize generic definition of function are not. satisfactory, a user can provide specialized versions that. will deal with p a r k ularities regarding an assigned type. We should mention that the present.cd binary o p Anotlier example is a class that represents binary operation of taking minimum of two elements:
t e m p l a t e < c l a s s T> c l a s s MinOp { p u b l i c : s t a t i c T n e u t r a l . ; s t a t i c T a p p l y ( c o n s t T& x c o n s t T& y )
{ r e t u r n x < y 7 x : y ; }
I ;
As it was tlie case witli PlusOp's static member, we must give a defiuition of The reason for choosing such iniplenientation is to niininiize run-time overhead when invoking particular binary operations.
All significant properties of the semiring algebraic structure can now be implemented through the generic class Element. The class is IJaramot,cri~[:(l by oric tcmpliito argument prcsc!nt,ing thc t,ypc of the clcmonts (i.e. tinderlying set for semiring) and two template template arguments through which binary operations of addition and multiplication are specified. The class provides overloaded versions of aritlinietic operators wliicli will be used for invoking respect,ive binary operations. The most significant part of the class looks as following: p p l y ( v a l , x . v a l ) ;
Definitions of the other overloaded arithmet.ic operat,ors in t,he class Element are left, out as t.hey are implemented in the same way.
As it. c m Lo sccn frmn tfic (lofinit,im of t,hc Element, sizeof(Element<T>)==sizeof(T) for every type T, so there exist no space overhead against type T. The cast operator to t,ype T is also provided, in order to be possible to use instances of Element<T> in almost all contexts as instances of T.
Implementation of algorithms
t,ioii it. reinailis to show Iiow to combine the developed programming elenierits with general algorithms for solving systems of equations in order to solve tlie algebraic formulation of a given path problem. In our library we have implemented algorithms for solving two types of path problem: allpairs problem which refers to coniputing a solution of (1) and single-source problem where the goal is to find only one row or one column of the unknown matrix X .
To find a soliition (if both types of pat,h problem, direct solution procedures (elimination algoritlinis) can be used. They are based on successive elimination of variables that are very similar to those used in linear algebra for solving ordinary systems of linear equat,ions. Probably the most well-known algorithm using this kind of approach are Gauss-Jordan eliminations. Divide and conquer strategies can also be used, thus leading to recursive algorithms (i.e. escalator method).
As it is the ca, sc iii the (:lassic:al niiinorical linear algebra,, another approach for coniputing a solution of a system of equations based on iterative solution procedures can be used. When the matrix seniiring is closed and ideinpotent, iterative algorithms are easy to write down, thus for the purpose of this paper that. case will be presented.
The basic iterative algorit.hm for solving all-pairs 1)at.h problems is actually based on computing closurc A* of a given matrix A .
The defining expression of matrix closure can be evaluated relatively quickly by successive squaring of tlie matrix. More precisely, the following sequence of matrices is computed:
Computation is terminated when for some k mat,rix Ck becomes equal to matrix 4 -1 (nutc t,hitt, it, will always happcn since we assumed idempotence of matrix semiring). It is easy to verify that at that point matrix Ck equals to closure matrix A*.
We present implementation of a slight variation of this algorithm where the successive elements of matrix C in each iteration are always computed from its newest values (it can be shown that in the case of idempotent semirings this modification preserves correctness of the algorithm). 
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To conclude the section we shall give exarnplcs of using t,hc described C f f (:lasst:s and funct,ions for solving t.wo sarriplc pat,h problems presented in Section 2. In case of the sliortest distance problem for a directed graph we would define the elements to he of the following type: Assuming that A is a given adjacency mat,rix, C is R matrix whorc the solution (dosure of A) will be stored arid n is the dimension of both mat.rices, the function Closure() should he invoked as following:
Closure<element>(A, n , C);
If we would like to compute singledestination problem for A, a call to GaussSeidelO function will perform the desired t,ask (here y presents a vect,or in which the computed solution will be stored and k indicates which column of t,he all-pairs problem is t o bc compiitd): G a u s s S e i d e I < e l e m e n t > ( A , n . k . y ) ;
In the case when the path existerice probleni needs to be solved, the whole procedure of calling functions Closure() or GaussSeidelO remains essentially the same, only the type of the elements has to he defined as: 
. Conclusions
In t,his paper we have described a generic C++ library of classes and funct,ions for solving path problems in a general way. The established programming framework is essentially based on using algebraic approach to path problems which exhibits mucli wider software engineering principle of separation of algoritlmis and data and considerably increases reusability of code.
Efficiency of the implemented algorithms is generally inferior to specialized algorit.hms used for solving particular path problems due to differences in their t,ime complexities. Nevertheless, t.he intention of described library is to be uscxl as R support. for fast prototyping, test,ing and cxporimsnt,itt.ion. Moreover, since the fundamental data structure behind all algorithms are matrices, possibility for easy and direct parallelizatiori should also not be disregarded.
